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So h, most schemes used for the generation of single photons rely on spontaneouc emission events in parmetric down conversion. However, such a trigger ewnt is more or less rmdom Only recently, evidence for single-photon turnstile devices has been demonStr8ted with a semi-conducting device, based on the caulamb-bloc!adc mechaoism, as well as on the fluoresceow encitation of single molecules. lo both cases, the photon is generated by a sponmeous emission process. In coohast to thme, we propose a different method [I] that is bawd an a pmpasal of Law et al. [Z] . Our scheme will lead to thc emission ofane photon into a single, predetamined mode ofthe radiation field in response to a trigger event. This photon is emitted h m 80 atom strongly coupled to a highfinesse @ical cavity, and the rngger is a classical light pulse.
The device -bins canV-QED with an adiabatic transfer technique: We consider B single lambda-type three-level atom being placed inside an empty cavity, with the frequency of the relevant mode near res(IM0t to the atomic transition Ig> -/e>. The atom is prepared m a Olird ground state I ">, which is coupled to the excited sate le> by the trigger pulse. With the slope of the uirigger pulsc being suficie!dy small, an adiabatic evolution of the abmhavity system is assured. In this w e , the system "ins in a dad; state and a S T K A F V n x adiabatic passage is realized while the amplitude of the trigger pulse incxases. Thh conesponds to a direct Raman m i t i o n f " the state I", no photon, to the pmduct State Ig. one photon>, which is forming the fm laynes--3 doublet together with the excited state b, 00 photon >. However, due to the adiabahc nature of the process, no transient population is placed in this excited state, i.e. sponmerms emission losses DUI ofthe cavity w i l l not degmde the efficiency.
Due to the shnt decay time of Ihe cavity, the photon is e"ed already dvnng the excitation process and the atom+cavity system decouples f" the Wigger pulse. Our simulations show that the temporal behaviour of the emission probability can be crmtmlled, since it depends on both Ihe cavity decay rate and the of the triggcr pulse. We also show how the mission probability is affected by the one-and huephoton &tuning of the Raman process. An extension of the scheme with a relmdmg mechanism will allow one tc emit a bit-stream of single photans at B given rate.
